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  tively, of the family, James Ellison as |

the chauffeur and Verree Teasdale as |

the wife while Franklin Pangborn, Fer-

ike Boros, Theodore Von Eltz and |
Louis Calhern have important support-
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   3| play was written by Alan Scott and |

| the film, which is Miss Rogers’ first | A

“solo” vehicle in four years, also pre- |

| sents a new candidate for screen hon- |

ors in Miss Adams, a Minnesota school- |

girl, discovered in the “Gateway to |
Hollywood” talent quest.
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| FINE QUALITY FARMDALE SWEETPEASNo.2 can, 10c¢
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partment of Internal Affairs hereafter |
will be referred back to county sealers
of weights and measures before being

approved, Secretary William S. Liven-
good, Jr., announced today.

Heretofore certificates have been is-

sued to anybody paying the required
fee, Livengood said, but under this

practice abuses have grown up which

it is desirable to check and certificates
havefallen into the hands of those not

properly entitled to them.

By asking the recommendations of

county sealers the Bureau of Stan-

dard Weights and Measures of the De-

partment will be able to keep a bet-
ter control over weighing operations
throughout the Commonwealth and

have some assurance that certificates

are not falling into the hands of those

who might mis-use them,
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7% oz. pkg.12¢

QUALITY PRESSED FIGS... 8 oz. pkg., ]Qe

R&R PLUM PUDDING . . can 28¢

Sweet or Sweet Mixed PICKLES . . .iu 18c
Fancy Golden Cooked PUMPKINS . 3... cu 25¢
Tomato or Grapefruit JUICE . . . . ee4s  J80
Fine Quatity Freshly Made OLEO . . 2 Ibs., 21¢
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| hair-raising
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SPOOKS!

San

MARY CARLISLE
Screen play by Richard Flournoy, Albert
Duffy, Brian Marlow . Directed by Edward

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

 

fun on the
|force”... as Joe i
turns copperin
a whopper of
a laugh hit...!
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